Title:
If i could only hear the
sound of the waves again.
Track info:
A1. When you walk the
streets of your life.
A2. I confess.
A3. Labyrinth.
A4. All I found (is yours).
B1. Everything.
B2. Palentina.
B3. Cloud can.
B4. Tell me where.
B5. I disolve all wrong messages.

Ai is back.
20 years of Ai Records
Mad eh. Just like this release
that has taken a year to make.
Thats dedication!!!!
After twenty years, the illusive London-based label,
Ai Records, is celebrating with this unusual release.
Ai Records has helped to pioneer underground electronic
music for two decades with a very carefully curated
artist roster. Over the years we’ve seen them bring
us releases from Datasette, Convextion, Najem Sworb,
Claro intelecto, SINNER DC (to name a few).
To celebrate the record label’s return, Ai is
releasing a new album entitled “If i could only
hear the sound of the waves again.” by the band
SINNER DC.

The vinyl release is something
different and is strictly LTD
to 20 preorder copies
(SOLDOUT).
These all have customised
artwork thats personal
to all the customers,
worked in advance with
the label and the artist.
Ian Stevenson.
To create something very
special for the hardcore.
There is a non customised version
of the vinyl available direct
from the label only. (20 copies).

This new album “if I could only hear the sound of
the waves again” is the bands third for the label.

The vinyl has a twist that is
revealed when purchased.

They take on a
their previous
“Its the sound
by music since

-

denser more immersive sound than
albums. Making it their finest so far.
of a band who’ve been bound together
they were kids.”

They have toured extensively all over the world and
have gained a lot of respect within the music scene.
Hope you enjoy this great album, and bonkers concept.

Realease Info:
Vinyl + Download from label website only.
www.airecords.com

There is a digital release of the
album to containing all the tracks
from the band SINNER DC for all
to consume.

“Slicker than slick electronica
stable” - Clash.
“One of the most collectable
labels In the world today.” Warp records.
“Now thats what i call
electronica.” - Dj.
“Probably the best thing coming
from The uk at the moment” Clone records.

